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Acknowledging PTSD in the Ranks: You’ve Come a Long Way!
2020 © Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC
In this article I’d like to share a little about the history (as I see it) of studying the presence of Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) in corrections professionals, and Desert Waters’ involvement in that endeavor.
In the year 2000, when I moved to Fremont County, Colorado, (which at the time housed a county jail and 12 prisons—
eight State and four Federal), I was not aware of research on or conversations about corrections staff suffering from
PTSD due to their exposure to traumatic material on the job.
After setting up my independent psychotherapy practice in Cañon City, I eventually started working with corrections
staff in therapy, usually regarding couples’ issues. I soon realized that my corrections employee clients—especially the
corrections officers (COs)—exhibited a multitude of posttraumatic symptoms. These symptoms included intrusions
(unwanted, repeated and distressing remembering of traumatic events), avoidance of trauma reminders (avoidance of
external triggers—people, places, things, or internal triggers—thoughts or feelings), and increased physiological arousal
(including irritability, hypervigilance, sleep disturbances, and a strong startle response).
To my surprise, my clients usually did not complain about these symptoms when they or their family members
mentioned them. To them they were simply normal, normal as in common and positive adaptations to corrections work.
Or they wore them as badges of honor. And, in typical corrections fashion, some even made jokes about them. Several
shared with me that they were aware that some of their coworkers were also experiencing these behaviors, and thought
nothing of it.
As for me, I would often think to myself that my clients had the letters “PTSD” written on their foreheads, but they
seemed to be oblivious of that. And it was evident to me that these symptoms often interfered with my clients’ quality
of life and functioning, both at home and at work. For example, clients would not get enough restful sleep because they
now slept on the couch due to hitting their spouse in their sleep while having nightmares of fighting with inmates. They
avoided attending social or family events due to feeling anxious around crowds. Or if they did go to such events, they’d
be miserable, unable to relax and enjoy themselves, because they’d be monitoring their surroundings continuously.
Clients would experience intense anxiety, bordering on panic, and sweating profusely when approaching the gates of
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their institution. They’d be so agitated, they’d report to me that they’d snap at other staff and be unnecessarily
confrontational with offenders, creating safety risks for themselves and for other staff. Or they would have outbursts of
anger at family members at home, straining relationships to the breaking point. With some of these clients I was always
highly concerned about the possibility of excessive use of force on the job, and about physical violence in their homes or
in the community.
So, even before Desert Waters Correctional Outreach was incorporated as a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization in 2003, I
sought to find research and resources for my clients’ post-traumatic issues. While doing so, I came across research on
CO stress (Finn, 2000), workplace violence and burnout (Cheek & Miller, 1983; Schaufeli & Peeters, 2000), and elevated
suicide risk of COs (Stack & Tsoudis, 1997). These materials were helpful and validated my concerns, but did not draw
clinical conclusions regarding the consequences of exposure to workplace violence, injury and death. That is, there was
no mention of PTSD as a possible consequence of trauma-laden work conditions.
As I continued to work with correctional staff in therapy, I also soon realized that affected staff tended to not want to
acknowledge their symptoms as being characteristic of PTSD or an indication of a problem, and they definitely did not
want to accept that they may meet criteria for a PTSD diagnosis.
As I got to know more about the corrections workforce culture, I understood a little about why that might be the case.
To corrections staff (especially COs), accepting that they were dealing with PTSD was essentially an admission of
weakness, of having been “broken” by inmates, of the inmates having “won.” I also learned that custody staff feared
that a PTSD diagnosis, if it became known, might cause them to be declared unfit for duty, and so lose their job; and/or
that the diagnosis would be reason for their firearms to be taken away from them.
Interestingly, it was my experience at the time that some employee labor unions did not want to look into the PTSD
issues plaguing their members, due to concerns that they might endanger their members’ employment status. There
were also concerns that such a diagnosis would fly in the face of the “macho” persona promoted by the corrections
workforce culture, tarnishing their “tough guy” image.
I also learned that administrators did not want to talk about PTSD as an occupational injury in corrections for one or
more of the following three reasons: (1) because of concern that this acknowledgement would embolden unions to ask
for more benefits for their members, increased staffing, or higher wages; (2) because they did not want staff suing their
agency for occupationally caused PTSD; and/or (3) because they did not want increased rates of Worker Compensation
claims due to job-related PTSD.
In addition, even less than 10 years ago there was a widespread lack of understanding of the nature and causes of PTSD
by the general public, and therefore lack of support, even by professionals who dealt with corrections staff. I still
remember the exclamation of a federal government attorney when I presented my unease about repeated graphic
interviews of a PTSD-suffering CO client. (The repeated interviews and video reviews were for investigative purposes
regarding a case that was going to trial.) The attorney, clearly exasperated by my concerns, exclaimed: “People don’t get
PTSD from working at a prison! They get it from serving in a combat zone!” I took a deep breath and retorted, “But COs
ARE working in a combat zone. Every.Work.Day.” (Anyone who has doubts about corrections work environments
resembling combat zones at times can read this: https://www.masslive.com/boston/2020/02/4-lockdowns-600emergencies-300-plus-assaults-souza-baranowski-superintendent-stephen-kenneway-details-violence-at-prison.html.)
Due to the lack of knowledge at the time, this attorney summarily dismissed my apprehension that the repeated
exposure of my client to traumatic material could possibly cause that person further injury and perhaps destabilization.
The only people who seemed interested in talking about PTSD in the corrections ranks were the family members of
corrections staff—spouses or partners, former spouses, adult children, parents, and siblings. They were the ones who
had witnessed the negative personality and behavior changes in their loved ones. They were the ones who intuitively
knew that there was something wrong, that these were not “normal” or harmless changes, that the person they used to
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know seemed to have vanished. And they were eager for explanations about what was happening to their loved one,
and for tips about what they could do to help.
So the topic of PTSD in the corrections ranks was not a popular one at the time, not until fairly recently. Yet to me it was
(and still is) a “mission critical” matter that needs to be addressed on an ongoing basis if corrections staff are to be
empowered and supported to perform their job.
In all fairness, in the early years of 21st century PTSD was still a relatively young term, a new diagnosis. The term only
came into existence in 1980, when the American Psychiatric Association added PTSD to the third edition of its
classification scheme—the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III; American Psychiatric
Association, 1980). (There were several terms that had been used before 1980 in an attempt to capture this mental
health disorder, such as shell shock, soldier’s heart, railway spine, combat fatigue, or war neurosis .) The diagnosis
of PTSD in 1980 was very much a welcome development as it stipulated that the disorder was caused by an agent
outside the individual (that is, a traumatic event), and not by a weakness/fault in the individual’s person.
As I continued to work with corrections staff in therapy, in training settings, and when taking calls on Desert Waters’
hotline (at the time), the Corrections Ventline, my education about PTSD in the corrections ranks grew. It was these
brave men and women corrections professionals, who became my teachers, often speaking through tears and sharing
untold anguish and raw realities about struggles and suffering in relation to traumatic experiences at work.
Given the scarceness of information in the research arena, and to honor all those who were suffering (mostly in silence),
in 2011 Desert Waters decided to begin studying the rates of PTSD and other mental health disorders in the corrections
ranks. This decision was taken even though there was no budget for such a study. We asked supporters for taxdeductible donations, and we did receive some, but they were nowhere near the amount that would be needed for such
a study. As a result, the work was done on a pro bono—volunteer—basis, for which we are deeply grateful.
Two papers resulted from the massive amount of data collected through this project (Spinaris, Denhof, & Kellaway,
2012; Denhof & Spinaris, 2013). Results showed that 27% of the entire sample of corrections professionals (custody and
non-custody) met criteria for PTSD on the PTSD Checklist—Civilian version (PCL-C; Weathers, et al., 1993), a valid and
widely used screening instrument which inquires about PTSD symptoms experienced during the last month. The findings
showed that 34% of the custody staff in the sample met criteria for PTSD, and 22% of the non-custody staff met criteria
for PTSD. (Different rates for custody versus non-custody staff are expected theoretically, because custody staff are
more exposed to traumatic incidents at work, at least directly, than non-custody staff.) These are shockingly high
numbers. For comparison purposes, please note that in active-duty military, the current (past 12 months) PTSD rate is
approximately 5%. That prevalence rate rises to 8% for members who have been previously deployed, 13% in those
“with a penetrating injury, 29% with blunt trauma, and 33% with combination injuries” (p. 39; Institute of Medicine,
2014). Current (past 12 months) prevalence rate of PTSD for the general population (adult Americans) is estimated at
approximately 3.5%, and the lifetime prevalence of PTSD is 6.8% (Gradus, 2017).
Since Desert Waters’ first study, other studies have confirmed that the frequency of reporting PTSD symptoms is very
high among COs, with 33% of a sample of California COs reporting that they experienced at least one PTSD symptom
(Lerman, 2017). Desert Waters has also conducted additional research studies for correctional labor unions and for one
Department of Corrections (Denhof & Spinaris, 2016; Spinaris & Brocato, 2019), estimating the prevalence of PTSD and
other health conditions in these populations. PTSD rates continue to be found to be well above 30% among custody staff
(more than one out of every three custody employees), and less so, but still much higher than the general population,
for non-custody staff.
Reinforcing the gravity of such findings, the American Correctional Association 2017 Corrections Staff Wellness
Resolution states, among other points: “Correctional employees’ wellness is a critical issue and has reached crisis
proportions; … the unique inherent risks correctional employees are exposed to have resulted in increased health risks;
… the nature of the correctional environment can be a causative factor in high-risk behaviors, such as the abuse of
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alcohol, prescription medications, and illegal substances; … traumatic events in a correctional environment may result
in employees experiencing post-traumatic stress disorder; … the American Correctional Association urges correctional
agencies to raise awareness and educate employees regarding employee wellness in a corrections environment,
including emphasis on employment-related stress .…” (American Correctional Association, 2017; emphasis added)
These are sad realities. The good news, however, is that as time has gone on, there has been increasingly more open talk
about PTSD as an occupational disease in corrections. In fact, the interest in the subject seems to be mushrooming
across the nation, and in other countries as well. Increasingly more staff have felt emboldened to publicly acknowledge
suffering from PTSD symptoms or to publicly disclose that they have been diagnosed with PTSD. (For examples, see the
following issues of the Correctional Oasis: June 2019 http://desertwaters.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/06/Corr_Oasis_06.2019.pdf; November 2019: http://desertwaters.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/10/Corr_Oasis_11.2019.pdf, December 2019: http://desertwaters.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/12/Corr_Oasis_12.2019.pdf, January 2020: http://desertwaters.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/Corr_Oasis_01.2020.pdf; February 2020: http://desertwaters.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/Corr_Oasis_02.2020.pdf.)
You’ve come a long way as individuals and as a profession! It is a new day of growing openness and transparency, and
increased provision of resources.
Of course I’d very much prefer that staff did not suffer from PTSD or any health other condition caused or worsened by
their job. However, since there has been consistent indication that they do (and at disturbingly high rates), until that
reality changes, the only acceptable response is to acknowledge these facts and to take proactive measures to combat
this epidemic.
I extend my wholehearted gratitude to all of you who’ve been leading the way over the years, breaking new ground and
going against the grain by talking about what used to be viewed as a shameful secret. You are allowing yourselves to be
vulnerable—known and seen as human beings, and by doing so you are changing your workforce culture. You’ve come a
long way, and, yes, there’s still a long way to go—but, thankfully, there is no going back.
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Our Normal Is Not Normal
Lieutenant Bryan Hughes

Witnessing a prisoner stab your partner. Witnessing a prisoner stab another prisoner to death. Having to wrestle that
knife away from that prisoner. Finding a prisoner hanging, discolored and lifeless. Trying to talk the prisoner off the
ledge before he jumps from the fourth gallery with the intent to die. Having to enter a cell to restrain the self-mutilator
who has pulled out his intestines again and is swinging them over his head like a lasso. Hearing your partner scream for
help over the radio. Being that officer screaming for help, facing the harsh reality that you may not punch the clock and
make it home to your family today. Doing CPR on a prisoner that has overdosed again. Doing CPR on a staff member
who just had a heart attack in front of the prisoners. Dressing up in cell rush gear while processing the fact that you’re
about to enter a dangerous situation where most officer injuries occur. Working the yard when several knife fights break
out all around you and you’re stuck in the middle of them. When you’re the one stuck in the middle of those knife fights
and you’re yelling into your radio for the gun tower to shoot. Having to fight the prisoner that has shanks taped to his
hands. Having to cell rush the prisoner who has covered himself in Vaseline and/or feces. When the power goes out in
the facility and before the emergency generator kicks on a pool ball barely misses your head. When a fight breaks out in
your unit and your partner runs the other way. When you hear your partner was arrested while picking up drugs he was
planning on smuggling into the facility. When an employee is fired for having a sexual relationship with a prisoner. When
you have urine and feces thrown on you or in your face. When you’re dreading making that last round for the night
because that prisoner is probably waiting for you, so you see him masturbating again, because they haven’t moved him
to a different unit like they said they were going to do. When that prisoner is threatening to kill you yet again. When you
hear another employee died while on vacation or shortly after retirement. Getting mandated to work overtime again for
the third time this week. When you hear of another staff suicide. And another one. And another one. Again, and again…
Then we wonder why we are stressed. Why are we often angry for what appears to be no reason at all. Why we isolate
ourselves from those we love. Why we suffer from depression. Why so many of us turn to substances to cope. Why our
divorce rate is higher than any other profession in the world. Why we feel paranoid and anxious around strangers. Why
we can never just relax and let our guard down. Why we get paranoid and concerned if our spouse or child doesn’t
answer the phone when we call. Why when we enter a different room our first thought is that we may find someone
hanging in that room when we open the door. Why we are killing ourselves at an alarming rate, and it feels like no one
cares.
What we see, hear and experience every day is like no other profession on this planet. The things we see, hear and must
do are not “normal.” They may be OUR normal, but they are not most people’s normal.
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That is why it is imperative that we seek help. It is so important to have someone you can vent to that understands,
whether it’s your spouse, significant other, friend, co-worker, or therapist. We must get these things off our chest before
they weigh us down emotionally and undoubtedly manifest themselves physically in some ways. They may affect us
immediately or they may take many years, but, the chances are, they are coming. And when they hit you, they are
relentless and unforgiving.
You need to have a plan in place to deal with the anxiety, guilt, depression or any other way the damage may present
itself, such as substance abuse issues.
Obviously, this job doesn’t affect everyone the same way. You may experience some of those feelings and illnesses, all of
them or none. If you are one of these people that don’t experience any negative symptoms or attitudes, I implore you to
step up and reach out to staff that you think or know that they are having issues. We should all make it our responsibility
to help those that are having difficulties coping with life, not just tell them to “suck it up” or “just quit.” We often feel
alone, like no one is there for us. Whether that is true or not, we must be there for each other.
Make yourself receptive and available. Be tolerant and understanding of others’ feelings, even if you don’t share them.
We are in this fight together. When there is a fight in the prison, we are all there to help each other. When it is a fight in
our mind, we need that same support.
Be safe, be vigilant, and be there for each other.

What a Day!
By CO Ron Mason
Just another day at the office. Hope today is better than yesterday.
Yesterday my partner was battered and had to leave it behind, return to his family and try to be daddy and husband again. Wear a
smile as he hurts and cannot speak of his day, as his family is innocent and precious. He goes to work to protect and provide for
them. Their world is sacred. Innocence must be protected.
We arrive at work at zero dark thirty hours. Time to do eight hours in prison again. We start the day with security checks and ensure
those that we look after are safe and alive. Time to start the day.
We start with morning chow and all goes well. Today looks good. Better than yesterday, I hope. Sounds good.
About 20 minutes after chow and 35 minutes before recreational yard begins, a code is sounded in housing unit one. We run and
respond not sure of what we are entering. We arrive and find an inmate claiming to have fallen and losing consciousness. We
provide medical assistance and elevate him to a higher level of care. Sorry Sgt., I promised to help you have an easy day as you are
here on a shift swap.
Not even an hour later I encounter an inmate that is wandering the yard off course. “What is going on? Where are you headed?” I
ask. He states, “It doesn’t feel right. You guys are screwing with me. It would just be easier if I kill myself. Why are you screwing with
me?” I ask him to sit down and let’s talk about it. He does and we start to talk and try to reason out a situation that has no reason.
Staff respond to assist. We get him the help he needs. It takes time and is a process. Time to take a breath and get back to the
normal program. Time to open the yard.
The yard is open, and finally everything is going right. So nice! 50 minutes later, I hear the call from my partner I mentioned earlier,
“All available yard staff respond to building 3.” I am worried. He is usually able to handle business on his own. Yes, I am worried. No,
I am a little scared of what I will find.
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He has one in cuffs, and his partner is in the dayroom dealing with the other involved inmate. Our inmate is speaking gibberish.
Responding staff go to the dayroom. Once all are restrained and escorted to safe areas, we investigate and interview. We are now 7
hours into our shift. We start the paperwork, and contact medical for assistance.
It sucks that we have to leave the rest of this mess to the next shift. What a day.
How was your day at work?

Educating Those Who Care the Most
Sgt. Durand Ackman
These are some thoughts that Sgt. Ackman shared with us about the importance of offering training to adult family
members, in parallel with the CF2F course.
I feel the family training is important as our family members are the reason we go to work every day. I don’t go to work
because I love the job. I do enjoy what I do, but if I didn’t get paid, I wouldn’t go. I go to work so I can provide for my
family.
My family doesn’t know much about our profession, and how it will/has changed us. They have received no heads up or
warning that this is going to happen, but suddenly (or gradually) they will start to notice changes in their spouse/parent.
Without knowing why these changes are happening and what to do about them, arguments are almost guaranteed, and,
sadly, separation or divorce are far too common.
With family training we could shed some light on how and why these changes are happening. Hopefully family members
can then detect these changes while they are still subtle, and can have conversations with the affected spouse/parent
before symptoms get too serious. I imagine it is easier to recover from these changes earlier on, before they become
chronic, by recognizing them, discussing them, and taking steps to counteract them.
The CF2F, True Grit, and CF2F for new hires trainings have been great resources for deputies and administrators, but we
(hopefully) spend the majority of our time with our family. Family training is the missing piece to this puzzle of staff
wellness, and I would argue it is the most important piece, as it educates those that care the most about those affected
by correctional fatigue.

Desert Waters will hold the 4-day Instructor Training for the proprietary 4-hour Correctional Family Wellness™ course in
Florence, CO, on the 19-22 of October, 2020.
http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=10245
http://desertwaters.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CFW-Brochure_2019.pdf
http://desertwaters.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Correctional-Family-Wellness_Flyer_2020.pdf
.

Amazon Reviews “When Home Becomes a Housing Unit”
•

I’ve worked as a Correction Deputy for 20 years and when I picked up this book I wasn’t expecting to have so
many emotions come to the surface. He put into words years of feelings I’ve had but couldn’t express myself.
The books is small, but it is powerful and I needed to read it and know that it’s okay to feel and act the way I do,
and I am not alone in those feelings. The advice is the usual stuff we are told, but it’s necessary to actually follow
through on some of the usual stuff we are told to take care of ourselves.
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•

If you are a Correction Officer, Correction Deputy, Jailer the truth is we all have the same experiences and they
take a toll. Read the book and have your loved ones read the book especially if they don’t understand why you
act the way you do and especially if you’re like me and can’t articulate how you’re feeling as well as the author
of the book. He has a real gift and I appreciate him sharing his story with us.

•

This author gives spot on information of what it is like to live the life of a corrections officer, and even better, for
all the families and friends, he is able to communicate the daily tasks and why life at home is never quite
“normal.” I highly recommend this book to anybody studying human behavior, or has a friend or family member
working inside a corrections facility. There is true enlightenment inside this book. It is easy to ready and very
interesting. Thank you, for shedding light into the lives of COs and how it affects them, and those around them.

•

It offers valuable insight into what CO's go through. I think it will help me react better to things that happen in
the home. It's a quick read; I got through it in a couple of hours. Young does a great job describing WHY officers
react a certain way. I truly think this book will help improve our marriage--just in the sense that I'll have a better
understanding.

•

This is such an amazing little book for any corrections officer. Great anecdotal stories any CO can relate to, and
such an easy read. But at the same time really makes you look inward. My dad has been a CO for 15 years, and
does not read AT all, but he really enjoyed this book!

•

Loved this book. Everything I think, feel, and deal with is brought up in this book. You're not the only one!
Page turner, easy read, couldn't put it down!

•

Fantastic read! A must for corrections staff, their family and friends. As real as it gets.

Get it here:
https://www.amazon.com/When-Home-Becomes-HousingUnit/dp/1792305176/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2NXDY6WLKG51Y&keywords=when+home+becomes+a+housing+unit&qid=1582
687023&s=books&sprefix=when+home+becomes+a%2Cstripbooks%2C247&sr=1-1

IN MEMORIAM
SCO Dennis Sternhagen
EOW 02 Feb 2020
Mike Durfee State Prison, SDDOC

Desert Waters Correctional Outreach, Inc., is a non-profit corporation which helps correctional agencies counter
Corrections Fatigue in their staff by cultivating a healthier workplace climate and a more engaged workforce through
targeted skill-based training and research.
Many Thanks
Thank you for supporting Desert Waters with your contributions!
Individual donors: Anonymous donors, TC & Joellen Brown, Randy Foshee, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Kevin & Robin Rivard,
Jeff & Christine Rude, Harold & Carol Severson
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Special thanks also go to: Gene Atherton, Cathy Bergquist, Nicole Brocato, Jeremy Brown, T.C. & Joellen Brown,
Maureen Buell, Jean Cecile Delozier, John Eggers, Lorrie Keller, Stacy Lopez, Ron Mason, Steve & Daria Mayotte, Jenni
McMahon, Diane Medlock, Tessa Miller, Katherine Minnich, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Brent Parker, Jeff Rude, Bryan & Julia
Sanford, Patti Schniedwind, Joanie Shoemaker, Eleni Spinari, Ted Tudor
Quote of the Month
“The past does not have to be your prison. You have a voice in your destiny. You have a say in your life. You have a
choice in the path you take.” ~ Max Lucado
DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional Oasis are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect or
represent the views and opinions held by DWCO Board members, staff, and/or volunteers. DWCO is not responsible for
accuracy of statements made by authors. If you have a complaint about something you have read in the Correctional
Oasis, please contact us.
DWCO Mission
To promote the occupational, personal and family well-being of the corrections workforce through the provision of
evidence-informed resources, solutions, and support.
Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC, Executive Director
431 E. Main Street, P.O. Box 355, Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727, desertwaters.com
Your donations are tax-deductible.
http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=2237
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